GLOSSARY OF TERMS

A

AFS - Annual Financial Statement
ARC - Audit and Risk Committee
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CEO – Chief Executive Officer			

					
DoT – Department of Transport
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EXCO – Executive Committee

		

					
					
FY – Financial Year

E

				

		

H

HFM – Human Factor Management
HR – Human Resources

IDP – International Development Plan				

MOU – Memorandum of Understanding

K

KPI – Key Performance Indicator

							

MTSF – Medium Term Strategic Framework

NATMAP – National Transport Master Plan 2050

		

• NDP – National Development Plan 2030

NIMS – National Information Monitoring System

		

• NRSR – National Railway Safety Regulator

NIIMS – National Integrated Information Monitoring System

PRASA – Passenger Rail Agency of South Africa

R

SADC – Southern African Development Community

RBM – Results-Based Management
RSR – Railway Safety Regulator

• SMS – Safety Management System

SARA – Southern African Railways Association

• SMSR – Safety Management System Report

SEIAS – Socio-Economic Impact Assessment Study		

• SCM – Supply Chain Management

THE ACT – National Railway Safety Regulator Act (2002)
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DEFINITIONS
CSM-RA

Common Safety Method for Risk Assessment gives a harmonised framework for
the risk assessment process through the prescription of Hazard Identification, Risk
Analysis and Risk Evaluation. This CSM gives a broad framework for the use of risk
assessment methodologies to assess changes to the railway system.

RM3

Railway Management Maturity Model is a tool for assessing and managing a
railway operator’s ability to control safety risks, to help identify areas for improvement
and provide a benchmark for year on year comparison. The RM3 is helping guide
the rail operator towards excellence in safety risk management.

SMS

Safety Management System is a formal framework for integrating safety into dayto-day railway operations and includes safety goals and performance targets, risk
assessment, responsibilities and authorities, rules and procedures, monitoring and
evaluation processes and any matter as prescribed.

SPCAM

Safety Permit Conformity Assessment Methodology is applied by Railway
Safety Inspectors in the assessment of the adequacy of an operator’s Safety
Management System (SMS). It is also used by the operator to ensure that their
application conforms to the minimum requirements of the RSR.

SRM

Safety Risk Model consists of a series of fault tree and event tree models
representing a large number of hazardous events (HEs) that collectively define
the overall level of risk on the railway. It provides a structured representation of the
causes and consequences of potential accidents arising from railway operations
and maintenance.

Note:

The Safety Management System of an operator is at the core of a safety permit.
All the above mentioned acronyms (CSM-RA, RM3, SPCAM, SRM) deal with
ensuring that an operator’s SMS is robust enough to mitigate against risks arising
from railway operations, which will ensure continuous safety improvement and the
achievement of excellence in railway operations.
The SRM will provide the RSR and the industry with a holistic view of the industry’s
collective and individual risks and will serve as a decision-making tool for both the
RSR and operator for risk control measures to be implemented.
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into using rail as a mode of transport instead of
driving; especially with the advent of the Gautrain
and its vision to extend its network reach. According
to the International Energy Agency Technology
2019 report, passenger and freight activity will
more than double by 2050 which means more will
need to be done to meet customer requirements.
President Cyril Ramaphosa, in his 2019
SONA address, proposed high-speed rail as an
alternative mode of transport between South
Africa and the Southern African Development
Community (SADC). As the regulating authority
responsible for rail in South Africa, the RSR is
strategically placed to provide direction on the
high-speed rail projects through the high-speed
rail standard developed jointly by the Regulator
and the railway industry.
This also ties in well with our strategic focus
which emphasises that our rail networks exist for
the benefit of those who use them – passengers
and freight customers which in turn means we
contribute to a wider society by contributing to
productivity and economic growth. Therefore,
the safety and efficiency of our railway networks
matter to all of us. Given that safety is vital
to our country’s socio-economic growth and
development, our vision is centred on ensuring
the safety of people and freight.
The RSR is mindful of the fact that good
corporate governance and a clean administration
are integral in an organisation. Steps are being
taken to align to the requirements of the King IV
report, which ‘asks organisations to be transparent
in the application of their corporate governance
practices by exercising ethical and effective
leadership.’
One of the challenges that the RSR anticipates
is not fully utilising its regulatory instruments and

authority due to internal inefficiencies or a lack of
independence from operators. However, measures
are being taken to enforce and monitor operator
compliance to the directives of the RSR and special
conditions of safety permits.
This Strategic Plan not only provides us with a clear
vision of where we are going as an organisation; but it
addresses how we can go about handling the urgent
challenges, looming threats, bountiful opportunities
and unavoidable weaknesses that go with building a
safer, successful, solid railway sector where safety is
at the core of all rail operations.

___________________

Dr NZ Qunta
CHAIRPERSON: BOARD OF DIRECTORS
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Priority 5

RSR’s contribution

Advance nation-building and social cohesion,
and a safe South Africa for all.

The RSR is strengthening the rail regulatory
framework through Determinations, protocols
and industry tools aimed at building an industry
safety risk profile to support critical risk mitigation
decisions that will result in safer railway operations.
These interventions include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Occurrence reporting categories published;
Industry-wide hazard log;
Railway Management Maturity Model;
Human Factor Management Capacity Building
Framework;
Verbal Safety Communication Determination
developed;
Interface Agreements Framework; and
National Rail Communicators Forum.

Priority 6

RSR’s contribution

Build a better Africa and World.

The RSR is a member of the Southern African
Railways Association (SARA), an association that
aims to promote the harmonisation of the railway
safety regime in the Southern African Development
Community (SADC) railway operations.
The Regulator plays a pivotal role in ensuring that
the common Standards are adopted at a regional
level, thus ensuring interoperability among
member states.

Priority 7

RSR’s contribution

Renewing and building a capable, honest
developmental state and a social compact.

The RSR contributes to the building of a capable
state by executing its mandate in an independent,
financial sustainable manner whilst at maintaining
the highest standards of good and ethical
corporate governance.

RELEVANT COURT RULINGS
The Pretoria High Court issued a supervisory court order on 12 October 2018 and 20 June 2019 under
case number 29796/2018 wherein PRASA is required to comply with 10 special conditions in the
process of obtaining its safety permit.

24
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Global trends
Railway transport is vital for society and is the backbone of a sustainable economy. Given that the
global railway landscape is evolving at a rapid pace, railway services should be able to respond to
expected growth in the demand for transport for freight and passengers. In meeting these demands,
the global rail sector is adopting innovative solutions that will contribute towards the delivery of
safe, secure, punctual, available, accessible, sustainable, integrated and seamlessly operated rail
services. To align itself with global trends, the RSR is in the process of developing the elements
of the Safety Risk Model (SRM), the Railway Management Maturity Model (RM3), Safety Permit
Conformity Assessments (SPCAM), Common Safety Method for Risk Assessments Methodology
(CSM-RA) and the Common Safety Method for Supervision (CSM-Supervision).

Regional developments
President Cyril Ramaphosa, in his 2019 SONA address, proposed high-speed rail as an alternative
mode of transport between South Africa and the SADC. The RSR will be able to provide direction on
the high-speed rail project through the high-speed rail standard developed jointly by the Regulator
and the railway industry.

National developments
With the promulgation of the draft White Paper on National Rail Policy, government will for the first
time be giving policy direction to the South African rail sector. The draft White Paper on National
Rail Policy pronounces the introduction of the standard gauge infrastructure in the rail network,
as well as rail economic regulation which will facilitate private sector participation in rail through
regulated third-party access, among others. Such innovation has seen a mind-set shift in critical
stakeholders who have made commitments and strives to invest in rail genetic technologies that will
see improvements in the rail sector. The draft White Paper on National Rail Policy is set to further
ensure that South African rail offers the safest and most economically, environmentally, financially
and socially viable logistics and/or mobility solution.

28
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The factors considered in the environmental scan are shown in the tables below:
PESTLE FACTORS
Political Factors

RSR response to the factor

1. Institutional restructuring (SONA)

Strengthening the independence of the Regulator.

2. Corruption levels

Strengthening the good corporate governance within
the organisation.

3. Policy implications - increased private
sector participation

Ensuring sufficient capacity to regulate the industry.

4. Monopolistic structure of the SA rail industry; socio-economic impact

Targeted enforcement action (too-big-to-fail
syndrome).

5. Integration of SADC

Harmonisation of regulatory practices.

Economic Factors

RSR response to the factor

1. Shrinking economy impacting the number
of operators

Realistic and sustainable permit fee model.

2. Level of unemployment and poverty

Partnerships for training in the rail sector and
internship programme.

Social Factors

RSR response to the factor

1. Population growth (encroachment,
crowding,)

Rail reserve regulation - protection of the rail
reserve.

2. Poor spatial planning – high level of
urbanisation

Involvement with SALGA.

3. Crime and security within the rail
environment

Involvement at the Joint Crime Combating Forum
with SAPS and operators.

4. Poor safety culture impacting on
implementation of regulations

Awareness campaigns at informal settlements.
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safety legal requirements are included in the
Human Factors Management Standard and are,
therefore, continuously promoted during the
technical workshops that are conducted by the
RSR.
•

Co-operates with relevant organs of state to
improve safety performance and oversight
functions: In compliance with the Act, the RSR
concludes appropriate cooperative agreements
with relevant state organs to give effect to
cooperative government and inter-governmental
relations as contemplated in Chapter 3 of
the Constitution. The RSR has concluded 12
cooperative agreements, nine with various
government departments and three with industry
associations. The MOU’s with government
departments aim to eradicate duplication
where there is dual jurisdiction and promotes
collaboration while the agreements with industry
associations aim to share best practices with the
industry and maintain an interactive approach
in “enforcing” compliance with the view to result
in an occurrence free environment. While all
these agreements focus on different issues, the
common denominator is to ensure rail safety.

•

Plays a leading role in the alignment of the
railway safety regime of South Africa with
those of the SADC: The RSR plays a significant
role in harmonising the rail safety regime
within the SADC region. Through the Southern
African Railways Association (SARA), the RSR
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workshops and facilitates its South African
standards, with the vision of adapting them at
SADC level, once approved by the SARA Board.
•

Data management and analysis: This function
is in support of Sections 37 and 39 of the Act,
which requires that all occurrences are reported
to the RSR and in turn, requires the RSR to
establish a National Information and Monitoring
System (NIMS). In terms of risk identification and
management as well as strategic and operational
planning, the RSR must maintain an accurate
data management system. The data must be
reliable and analysed for risks regularly. This
enables the RSR to accurately identify the major
of safety-relevant risks that will require actions
such as inspections, audits, investigations,
awareness campaigns, etc., to increase the level
of operational safety within the South African rail
environment.
The Annual State of Safety Report, which is tabled
in Parliament, remains the highlight of the data
management and analysis function and provides
insight into the current state of rail safety, areas
of concern as well as the Regulators actions and
activities towards addressing challenges and
root causes of occurrences.

Based on the above mentioned functions conducted
by the organisation, the SWOT Analysis that follows
indicate the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities
and threats that can make a significant impact on
the success of the organisation.
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STRATEGIC RISK PROFILE
No.

Outcome

Risk statement

Mitigations

1

Railways are
safer

Lack of independence

Enforcement and monitoring of operator
compliance to the RSR’s directives and
special conditions of permit.

The RSR may fail to
fully utilise its regulatory
instruments and authority
due to internal inefficiencies,
political interference, a lack of
independence, or familiarity
with operators.

2

Good
governance
and clean
administration

Loss of key personnel
The RSR may struggle to
effectively execute its mandate
due to the departure of key
personnel.

Compliance to judicial orders in PRASA/
RSR court order process.
Alignment of Board and Audit and Risk
Committee composition to requirements of
the King Code on Corporate Governance.
Industry benchmarked and aligned salary
packages for staff.
Recruitment in line with the approved
staffing plan.
Effective performance management and
incentive processes.

3

4
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Good
governance
and clean
administration

Railways are
safer

Financial sustainability
The financial position may
deteriorate to the extent that
the RSR is unable to continue
as a going concern or are
unable to pay salaries and
creditors.

Cost of employment targeted at 60 per cent
(or lower) of fixed revenues.
Annual growth of revenues equal to or
higher than inflation.
All accruals funded at year end.

Inaccurate and incomplete
safety information

Monthly and quarterly verification of
operator data.

NIMS may have design
faults, be inaccessible or the
data entered on NIMS by
operators may be incomplete
or inaccurate, resulting in
non-compliance with the
requirements of the RSR Act.

The utilisation of NIMS for permit
applications, capturing of audit findings
and directives, administering penalties,
capturing of asset and Safety Critical
Grades information.
Manually requesting additional safety
information from operators during permit
assessments.
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No.

Outcome

Risk statement

Mitigations

5

Good
governance
and clean
administration

Loss of critical electronic data
and information (NIMS, Pastel,
VIP payroll, servers)

NIMS data housed with 3rd parties on a
cloud platform.

The RSR may lose critical
electronic data and information
on NIMS, Pastel and Sage
systems.

6

Improved
stakeholder
service

Inadequate stakeholder buyin and support
The RSR initiatives may
experience poor attendance,
repeated objections or a lack
of public comments, thereby
diminishing their value or
delaying implementation.

7

Railways are
safer

Rapid technological
advancements
Rapid changes in rail technology
and infrastructure require
the RSR to update its skills,
methodologies and operating
procedures to effectively
execute its regulatory functions.

8

Railways are
safer

Excessive cost of regulation
Overburdening operators with
compliance requirements
will erode their compliance
capability over time, move them
away from the rail sector or
result in them operating without
valid safety permits.

Firewalls in place to prevent unauthorised
access of the system.
Other essential data (payroll data, finance
data, emails, etc.) backed up regularly and
disaster recovery tests successfully run.
The RSR’s involvement in SARA to maintain
relations with regional partners.
The RSR’s involvement in various National
Department of Transport committees that
bring together rail industry stakeholders.
MOUs with national government
departments, public entities and relevant
institutions.
The use of independent assessors for
complex new works submissions in order to
ensure appropriate quality review.
Continuous training , learning and
development in the railway space

Piloting determinations and regulations
with operators before it is introduced to the
industry.
Training of operators and the RSR staff on
changes to the regulatory framework.
Review of the effect of the RSR’s
interventions as stated in the annual State of
Safety Report.
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MTSF PRIORITY

Realise a developmental, capable and ethical state that
treats citizens with dignity.

NDP FIVE YEAR IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
INTERVENTION

New spatial norms and standards – densifying cities,
improving transport, locating jobs where people live,
upgrading informal settlements and fixing housing
market gaps.

MEASURE OF SUCCESS

Clean audit

OUTCOME

OUTCOME INDICATOR

BASELINE

5 YEAR TARGET

Good
governance
and clean
administration

We strive for excellence by
enriching our governance
processes, ensuring
compliance with laws
and regulations. This
will be achieved through
developing an excellent
organisation that is
financially sustainable,
through these indicators:
- Effective internal audit
mechanisms
- Effective risk
management practices
- Monitoring and
reporting practices

Unqualified audit opinion

Clean audit opinion

MTSF PRIORITY

Establish effective, safe and affordable public
transport.

NDP FIVE YEAR IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
INTERVENTION

New spatial norms and standards – densifying cities,
improving transport, locating jobs where people live,
upgrading informal settlements and fixing housing
market gaps.

MEASURE OF SUCCESS

Improved stakeholder satisfaction

OUTCOME

OUTCOME INDICATOR

NO
BASELINE

5-YEAR TARGET

Improved
stakeholder service

Targeted campaigns,
awareness, promotion
initiatives and collaboration
between stakeholders;

22 safety promotion

180 safety promotion
initiatives conducted

initiatives conducted
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PLANNED PERFORMANCE OVER THE
FIVE- YEAR PLANNING PERIOD
OUTCOMES’ CONTRIBUTION TO ACHIEVING THE AIM OF THE MTSF
1. Railways are safer - To mitigate risks of occurrences by establishing a collaborative riskbased regulatory approach to oversee, monitor and enforce railway safety.
2. Good governance and clean administration – We strive for excellence by enriching
our governance processes, ensuring compliance with laws and regulations. This will be
achieved through developing an excellent organisation that is financially sustainable, has
effective internal controls, is people centred and is geared for growth.
3. Improved stakeholder services - We strive to influence commuter behaviour through
targeted campaigns, awareness, promotion initiatives and collaboration between
stakeholders.

ENABLERS INTENDED TO ASSIST WITH ACHIEVING THE 5-YEAR TARGETS


Modern, flexible and efficient regulatory regime / instruments that ensures the continuing
enhancement of safe railway operations.



Industry collaboration and participation.



Support from the Department of Transport to the RSR in executing its mandate.

OUTCOMES’ CONTRIBUTION TO ACHIEVING THE INTENDED IMPACT


Evaluation of the state of safety, thereby assessing potential and recurring risks.



Regulatory impact assessment.



Awareness campaigns to create awareness and influence safe behaviour around railways.



Audits and inspections conducted to ensure / guide railway industry in achieving excellence
in safety.
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Creating a sustainable organisation.
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Indicator Title

Railways are safer

Definition

To make railways safer by identifying the overall risk profile of the
railway industry to support critical risk mitigation decision making
through the development of an industry safety risk model.

Source of data

State of safety report

Method of calculation /
assessment

Collation of data
Review and assess reports

Assumptions

Occurrence data availability
Operator co-operation and engagement

Disaggregation of
beneficiaries (where
applicable)

Women, youth and people with disabilities included

Spatial transformation
(where applicable)

None

Desired performance

Industry risk profile

Indicator responsibility

Office of the COO

Indicator Title

Good governance and clean administration

Definition

We strive for excellence by enriching our governance processes,
ensuring compliance with laws and regulations. This will be achieved
through developing an excellent organisation that is financially
sustainable, has effective internal controls, is people centred and is
geared for growth.

Source of data

Annual AGSA regulatory audit conduct

Method of calculation /
assessment

Unqualified audit outcome with no material (Audit related) findings

Assumptions

Audit findings raised by the AGSA and the Internal Auditors relating to the
previous financial years to be addressed

Disaggregation of
beneficiaries (where
applicable)

Women, youth and people with disabilities included

Spatial transformation
(where applicable)

None

Desired performance

Clean audit

Indicator responsibility

Finance, Risk and Strategy
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